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To describe quasi two-dimensional nickelates we introduce an eective Hamiltonian for eg electrons, which
includes the kinetic energy, on-site Coulomb interactions, spinspin and JahnTeller (static) terms. The experimental stripe phases are correctly reproduced by the model. The mechanisms responsible for stripe formation are
dierent than those reported in cuprates and manganites.
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1. Introduction

The phenomenon of stripes occurs in doped transition
metal oxides. In particular it was discovered and extensively studied in cuprates [1] and manganites [2], later in
nickelates [3]. For the theoretical description of nickelates
see for example [46].
Here we describe the phase situation in doped monolayer nickelates La2−x Srx NiO4 within the framework of
the eective model featuring only Ni sites renormalized
by the presence of the surrounding oxygens. The model
was previously used for the description of manganites [7].
At each site the local basis is given by two Wannier orbitals of eg symmetry, i.e., x2 − y 2 (in short notation x)
and 3z 2 − r2 (in short notation z ) orbitals.
2. Model

The Hubbard-type Hamiltonian H for two eg orbital
states is dened on a nite 6 × 6 cluster (periodic boundary conditions) and consists of kinetic, crystal eld, on-site Coulomb, spin and JahnTeller terms
H = Hkin + Hcr + Hint + Hspin + HJT .
The kinetic part with anisotropic phase dependent
hopping (according to the KosterSlater rules) is
)
∑ [( †
1
Hkin = − t0
3dixσ djxσ + d†izσ djzσ
4
{ij}||ab,σ

)]
√ (
± 3 d†ixσ djzσ + d†izσ djxσ .

(1)

The creation operators d†iµσ correspond to electron in orbital µ = x, z , with spin σ =↑, ↓ located at the site i.
The {i, j} runs over pairs of nearest neighbors.
The kinetic energy is supplemented
by orbital splitting
∑
due to crystal eld Hcr = 12 Ez iσ (nizσ − nixσ ).
The Hint and Hspin stand for standard Hubbard type
on-site Coulomb and exchange interactions (for electrons

within degenerate eg orbitals) used before for monolayer,
bilayer and cubic perovskite manganites [7]; the Hubbard
on-site Coulomb interaction is denoted as U , the Hund
exchange interaction constant is JH .
The simplied JahnTeller part HJT is
)
∑(
HJT = gJT
Q1i (2 − nix − niz ) + Q2i τix + Q3i τiz
i

)
1 ∑( 2
+ K
2Q1i + Q22i + Q23i ,
2
i

(2)

where the pseudo-spin operators, i.e., {τix , τiz } operators,
∑
are dened as follows: τix = σ (d†ixσ dizσ + d†izσ dixσ ) and
∑
†
†
τiz =
σ (dixσ dixσ − dizσ dizσ ). The JT term includes
three modes, {Q1i , Q2i , Q3i } which denote standard eg
static deformations of the i-th octahedron. (Let us note
that for dynamic JT eect each two neighboring Ni atoms
share one oxygen in between and thus neighboring JT
distortions are not independent.)
3. Results and discussion

We performed the HartreeFock computations and following that the electron correlations were treated by using local ansatz [8] (for detailed description see [7]). The
correlations were found to be much stronger than those
reported in cuprates and manganites. The phase situation for the doping levels x = 0, 13 , 12 was reproduced very
well as shown in Figs. 13.
The diagonal stripe phases appear only for x = 13 and
x = 12 . They are not like the stripes in cuprates and manganites. In cuprates charge order coexists with the modulation of antiferro order between alternating domains.
The domain boundaries are non-magnetic and half-lled.
The mechanism of their formation is most probably a
competition between kinetic energy and strong magnetic
energy (superexchange). The JahnTeller interactions do
not seem to be of importance.
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Fig. 1. G-AF antiferro (spin = 1) with uniform charge
distribution ground-state phase as obtained for the doping x = 0 (Hamiltonian parameters: t0 , JH , Ez = 0.6,
0.9, −0.3 eV, U = 8t0 , gJT = 3.0 eV/Å, K = eV/Å2 ).
No orbital order. Legend: at each site the circle diameter corresponds to one-half of eg on-site charge; the arrow length to one-half of the eg spin; the horizontal bar
length (if present) to charge density dierence between
x and z orbitals (longest bar to the right corresponds
to pure x, to the left to pure z , zero length to half by
half combination). All these values are expressed in approximate proportionality to nearest neighbor sitesite
distance which is assumed to be unity.
Fig. 3. JahnTeller distortions directly corresponding
to the charge, spin and orbital order as shown in Fig. 2
(for 1/3 and 1/2 dopings). The distortions Q2i (in Å,
scaled by a factor of 2) are shown as vertical bars drawn
slightly to the left of each site and Q3i , by bars to the
right of each site. Isotropic mode Q1i is not present.
Uniform electron distribution between x and z orbitals
results in no JT distortions at charge majority sites,
while non-zero JT distortions at charge minority sites
stabilize the orbital order. Legend and the values of
parameters as in Fig. 1.

Fig. 2. (a) C -AF spin arrangement (ferromagnetic vertical lines coupled antiferomagnetically), with uniform
charges on charge majority sites (spins S ≈ 1), as obtained for the x = 1/3. The charge minority sites
form diagonal stripe boundaries (each third line). They
are occupied predominantly by z electrons. (b) Perfect
checkerboard crystal-like order with two charge majority/minority sublattices as obtained for x = 1/2 doping.
Diagonal stripes  each second line. On average C -AF
spin order. The holes are predominantly doped into x
orbitals (charge minority sites). Legend and the values
of parameters as in Fig. 1.

In manganites the situation is more complex due to
possible presence of orbital order and due to extra spin
spin interaction of eg electrons with core t2g spins. There
are many competing mechanisms entering on equal footing and the distinct stripe patterns with the true long
range order are not a rule. Moreover, the magnetic order
of the ground state was found to be very sensitive to the
precise values of the model parameters. However, at the
x = 12 doping there is a clear tendency of monolayer manganites to undergo the transition into two charge majority and charge minority subsystems (see Ref. [7], the rst
entry). This can be either checkerboard or vertical alternating lines arrangement. Superimposed on the charge
order is the magnetic CE (zig-zag) or C -AF order respectively (here we refer to the total spin due to eg and t2g
electrons). Without the JT coupling the two phases are
energetically very close one to another. The JT eect can
stabilize the CE magnetic plus checkerboard charge order. (Then the JT distortions are present only on charge
majority sites.) In summary the mechanism of inhomogeneous ground-state formation is again competition of
electron kinetic energy versus magnetic superexchange.
The secondary but still important role is played by electronic correlations and JT eect.
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The situation in layered nickelates is again dierent.
The main dierence is that in the undoped substance
there are two eg electrons per site. When the hole is
doped onto an ion then in the site one electron remains.
The non-zero Coulomb repulsion is still present and the
site still participates in magnetic order. Moreover on the
doped ions the JT distortions develop which stabilizes
the hole positioning. In eect one can say that kinetic
energy of the doped holes is suppressed and the competition between magnetic and kinetic energy is absent in a
part. The local JT distortions seem to govern the stripe
formation. Therefore at low dopings the static stripes do
not form. Only at the doping x = 1/3 when the doped
sites can appear as next nearest neighbors the diagonal
stripe (each third line) appear. Similarly for x = 1/2
doping the diagonal stripes (each second line) appear.
When the JT coupling is turned o the stripes do not
form (not shown). Similar situation occurs if we assume
that the on-site Coulomb repulsion in our eective model
is stronger than the one assumed in above. For example
if U = 12t0 the stripes develop the same way as shown
in Figs. 13.
4. Conclusions

The results of the present study uncover the dierences between the stripes in cuprates and in nickelates.
A competition between the magnetic energy and the kinetic energy of doped holes drives the stripe structures
in doped cuprates.
In layered nickelates when hole doping occurs in d8
conguration, the ions occupied by holes carry a spin
1/2 and therefore still participate in the magnetic order. In addition the doped ions are Jahn-Telller active
and local distortions form around them. Both these effects suppress the kinetic energy of the doped holes and
the competition between the magnetic and kinetic energy
turns out to be not too important.
It is the Jahn-Teller eect (in presence of strong local
correlations) which is primarily responsible for the stripe
phase which occurs only at the x = 1/3 doping and for
the checkerboard phase at the x = 1/2 doping.
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